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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

College students with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder are likely to engage in alcohol
use and experience alcohol-related problems. Use of protective behavioral strategies is
related to fewer alcohol-related consequences. However, this association has not been sufficiently examined in relation to attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms, which
could alter the likelihood of utilizing protective behavioral strategies. This study examined
whether attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms moderate the relationship
between protective behavioral strategies and alcohol use, and whether this differs by sex.
Participants were 125 treatment-mandated college students (58.6% male; Mage ¼
19.50 years) who completed measures of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms,
protective behavioral strategies, and past-2-week drinking. There was a significant 3-way
interaction such that drinking was highest when protective behavioral strategy use was low
and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms were high, but only for women. There was also a
significant protective behavioral strategy by inattention interaction, as students with high
inattention and low protective behavioral strategy use consumed the most drinks.
Interventions to enhance use of protective behavioral strategies may effectively decrease
alcohol use for college students with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder symptoms, particularly women.
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Introduction
Diagnosis of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) is associated with increased risk of alcohol
use and related problems.1,2 Given that this risk
appears to be age-specific for older adolescents3 and
that college students are a particularly at-risk population for problematic alcohol use,4 emerging adults
with ADHD may be especially likely to drink heavily
and experience alcohol-related problems. Indeed, several studies find that college students with ADHD
exhibit higher rates of problematic alcohol use compared to those without ADHD.5–7 Although some
research finds no difference in quantity consumed
between students with and without ADHD, these
studies reveal that those with ADHD are still
more likely to experience alcohol-related problems.8,9
Thus, college students with ADHD may represent a
uniquely vulnerable population in need of effective
intervention strategies to decrease alcohol use and
associated problems.
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Several brief interventions demonstrate efficacy in
reducing problematic alcohol use among college students in general, though little work has examined
their efficacy among students with ADHD specifically.
One increasingly popular approach is to enhance the
utilization of protective behavioral strategies (PBS),
which are active behavioral techniques employed
before, during, and after alcohol consumption (eg, setting consumption limits and alternating alcoholic and
nonalcoholic beverages), with the goal of reducing or
eliminating use and negative alcohol-related consequences.10 Cross-sectional research on PBS use reveals
that it is negatively associated with alcohol consumption and alcohol-related consequences among
college students.11–13 Evidence that PBS use is a
mechanism of change related to alcohol use comes
from findings that it mediates intervention effects on
drinking in several randomized controlled trials.14–16
Thus, strong evidence exists suggesting that promoting PBS use may be a promising method of reducing
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alcohol use and associated consequences among college students.17
However, alcohol-related PBS use among students
with ADHD has not been adequately examined. It is
possible that symptoms of ADHD may limit effective
utilization of PBS, and that negative associations
between PBS and alcohol use may not be evident in
this population. For example, ADHD-related disruptions in executive functioning, stemming from either
inattention or hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, may
affect the procedures necessary to conceptualize personal alcohol consumption, determine potential
changes, and use self-control while consuming alcohol, including implementing any desired changes to
behavioral repertoires. On the other hand, behavioral
interventions (eg, cognitive-behavioral therapy) for
adult ADHD are efficacious,18–20 indicating that the
use of easily employed behavioral strategies to reduce
alcohol use may be particularly beneficial for college
students with ADHD.
To date, only one study has examined the association between ADHD, PBS, and alcohol use, finding
no differences in endorsement of PBS use between
college students with and without an ADHD diagnosis, and no ADHD-related moderation of PBS on
alcohol use or consequences.21 Though not specific to
ADHD, another study found that PBS use was negatively associated with alcohol use only for college students with poor self-regulation abilities.22 Selfregulation refers to the ability to adjust behaviors and
cognitions to align with goal-directed behaviors and
achieve goal attainment,23 and tends to be impaired
among individuals with ADHD.24 Thus, additional
research on the use of PBS among individuals with
ADHD is warranted and may be best examined
through separate assessment of ADHD symptom
dimensions, as students with higher levels of inattentive or hyperactive/impulsive symptoms may demonstrate differential associations between PBS and
alcohol use.
Research examining whether ADHD symptom
dimensions demonstrate unique associations with
alcohol use is equivocal. For example, some research
finds that inattention, but not hyperactivity/impulsivity, is related to alcohol-related problems,9 yet other
studies find no differences between symptomatology
type and alcohol use.25–27 Further, as symptoms of
hyperactivity/impulsivity are less commonly endorsed
by adults,28 some studies have not considered these
symptoms distinctly when examining relations with
alcohol use.5 For these reasons, separate examinations

of relations among ADHD symptom dimensions with
PBS and alcohol use are warranted.
One final potentially important variable to consider
with regard to PBS use and ADHD symptoms is that
of sex. Although men are more likely to be diagnosed
with ADHD29 and to engage in more frequent and
larger quantities of alcohol use,30 women are more
likely to engage in PBS and to experience PBS-related
reductions in alcohol use.12 Following from studies
finding that PBS may be uniquely effective for students experiencing psychological distress,22,31–33
female college students with high levels of ADHD
symptoms may experience the largest alcohol-related
benefits of PBS use. Further research into the use and
efficacy of PBS among college students with ADHD
symptoms is needed to better understand if and how
these strategies can be effectively employed in this
population, and whether they may be most effective
for particular types of individuals.
The aim of the present study was to examine
whether the relation between PBS and alcohol use was
differentially influenced by sex and ADHD symptomatology among college student drinkers who were
referred to treatment. Treatment-mandated students
report significantly greater amounts of alcohol use
and associated problems compared to non-mandated
peers, though they appear to be similarly receptive to
brief interventions, including harm reduction
approaches.34 As students with ADHD are similarly
likely to experience elevated rates of alcohol-related
problems, yet may have difficulty engaging with and
implementing harm reduction strategies due to
impairments in planning and goal-setting, we examined these relations among a treatment-mandated
sample to understand whether referred students with
ADHD symptoms may similarly benefit from interventions commonly employed in college settings.
Knowledge that treatment-referred students with
ADHD symptomatology demonstrate negative associations between PBS use and alcohol use is important in
understanding whether these students can similarly
benefit from brief alcohol-related interventions.
Further, we examined these associations separately
across symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity/
impulsivity. Although these symptoms are highly correlated, they are considered distinct constructs.35,36 As
ADHD is a heterogeneous disorder, examining relations between sex and PBS use across symptom
dimensions would allow for a more precise understanding of underlying mechanisms that may relate to
alcohol use and treatment utilization.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations between study variables.
Full Sample
1. Inattention
2. Hyperactivity/Impulsivity
3. PBS Use
4. Alcohol Use
Mean (SD)
Women
1. Inattention
2. Hyperactivity/Impulsivity
3. PBS Use
4. Alcohol Use
Mean (SD)
Men
1. Inattention
2. Hyperactivity/Impulsivity
3. PBS Use
4. Alcohol Use
Mean (SD)

1

2

3

4

—
0.67
0.10
0.08
3.74 (4.06)

—
0.02
0.06
4.52 (4.00)

—
0.35
24.55 (5.90)

—
11.28 (10.36)

—
0.77
0.11
0.08
4.09 (4.98)

—
0.03
0.13
5.21 (4.94)

—
0.52
25.19 (6.54)

—
9.86 (11.00)

—
0.49
0.10
0.11
3.48 (3.20)

—
0.06
0.00
3.99 (3.02)

—
0.15
24.07 (5.35)

—
12.35 (9.78)

Note. PBS ¼ Protective Behavioral Strategies. Alcohol Use refers to past 2-week drinks. There were no significant sex differences on
any variable.
p < .001.

We first hypothesized that, consistent with prior
research,12 higher PBS use would be most associated
with lower alcohol use for women than for men. We
were additionally interested in examining the 3-way
interactions among PBS use, sex, and ADHD dimensions. Based on prior research finding PBS to be most
effective for students with self-regulation difficulties,22
and the conceptualization of ADHD as a deficit in
self-regulated behavior,37 we hypothesized that PBS
use may be most associated with lower levels of drinking among women who are high in levels of either
inattention or hyperactivity/impulsivity. Given inconsistencies and limitations of prior research examining
relations between ADHD symptoms and alcohol use,
we did not posit any a priori hypotheses regarding
differential effects of hyperactivity/impulsivity versus
inattention symptoms.

Method

Measures
Current symptoms scale
ADHD symptoms were assessed via the Current
Symptoms Scale,38 an 18-item self-report measure of
behavioral indices of inattention, hyperactivity, and
impulsivity. Items are similar to the DSM-5 criteria
for ADHD39 and measure past 6-month endorsement
of symptoms on a scale ranging from 0 (never or
rarely) to 3 (very often). Nine items each are summed
to compute an inattention score (a ¼ .88) and a
hyperactivity/impulsivity score (a ¼ .83).
Daily drinking questionnaire
Alcohol use was assessed via the Daily Drinking
Questionnaire (DDQ40). Participants reported the
number of standard drinks (specified as 12 oz beer,
5 oz wine, or 1.5 oz liquor) consumed on each day in
the prior two weeks. Drinks were summed for a pasttwo-week drinking score.

Participants
Participants were 125 students from a Rocky
Mountain West University who were referred to an
Alcohol Wellness Alternatives Research and Education
(AWARE) program by university offices and local
court systems following a campus or community alcohol violation. The sample was comprised of 71 men
(56.8%) and was predominantly White (93.6%).
Average age was 19.50 years (SD ¼ 1.60; range ¼
18–27) and participants were most likely to be freshmen (47.1%), followed by sophomores (31.1%), juniors (15.1%), seniors (4.2%), and graduate
students (2.5%).

Protective behavioral strategies
PBS use was assessed using a 9-item scale adapted
from the American College Health AssociationNational College Health Assessment.41 Participants
were asked to indicate the frequency with which they
engaged in each protective behavior (eg, keeping track
of the number of drinks consumed, setting a drink
limit ahead of time, eating before/while drinking) in
the recent past along a 5-point scale ranging from 0
(never) to 4 (always). Scores were summed to create a
total PBS score, with higher scores indicating greater
PBS use (a ¼ .84).
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Procedure
This research was approved by the University’s
Institutional Review Board and all participants provided
written informed consent. The current study occurred
within the context of a larger AWARE program evaluation study. Participants completed the Current
Symptoms Scale, the DDQ, and the PBS measure at
baseline, prior to beginning the AWARE program.
Data analytic plan
Data were evaluated using the PROCESS v3.0 macro
for SPSS.42 All regression models were conducted separately for symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity/
impulsivity while controlling for levels of the other
symptom. Predictor variables of past two-week drinks
(ie, sex, inattention symptoms, hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms, PBS) were centered for the analyses.
Model 3 was specified in PROCESS to examine threeway interactions; if higher-order interaction terms
were not significant, the model was re-specified without those terms and run again to simplify results.
Tests of simple slopes were subsequently used to aid
in the interpretation of the results, using the 16th and
84th percentiles of the distribution to denote levels at
which to evaluate the moderator.42

Results
Means, standard deviations, and correlations are provided for all study variables in Table 1. Inattention
and hyperactivity/impulsivity scores were significantly
positively correlated. Average ADHD symptom scores
were low among participants, though scores ranged
from 0 to 22 for both symptom categories (possible
range was 0 – 27). As predicted, alcohol use and PBS
use were significantly negatively correlated for women,
but not for men. There were no significant sex differences for any study variable.
To examine whether ADHD symptoms interacted
with both PBS use and sex, two separate regressions
were conducted to examine three-way interactions
including either inattention or hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms. The model regressing PBS use by
inattention symptoms by sex on past two-week drinking, while controlling for hyperactivity/impulsivity
symptoms, was significant (F(8,116) ¼ 3.46, p ¼ .001).
However, the three-way interaction and the sex by
inattention terms were not significant, so the model
was re-specified in PROCESS as Model 2 to only
allow for the two-way interactions between PBS by
sex and PBS by inattention. The overall model was

Table 2. Regression models of the interactions between PBS,
ADHD symptoms, and sex predicting alcohol use.
95% CI
of Estimate
b

SE

t

p

LL

UL

0.54
0.07
0.22
2.27
0.09
0.59

0.15
0.29
0.30
1.76
0.04
0.29

3.56
0.23
0.75
1.29
2.16
2.01

.001
.817
.456
.198
.033
.046

0.83
0.51
0.36
5.75
0.18
1.17

0.24
0.64
0.81
1.21
0.01
0.01

Hyperactivity/Impulsivity Model
PBS
0.51
0.15
Inattention
0.14
0.30
H/I
0.37
0.32
Sex
2.34
1.75
PBS  H/I
0.04
0.04
PBS  Sex
0.47
0.30
0.60
0.49
H/I  Sex
PBS  H/I  Sex
0.18
0.08

3.37
0.46
1.18
1.33
0.85
1.57
1.24
2.12

.001
.645
.242
.185
.395
.118
.217
.036

0.81
0.72
0.25
5.81
0.12
1.05
0.36
0.34

0.21
0.45
1.00
1.13
0.05
0.12
1.57
0.01

Variable
Inattention Model
PBS
Inattention
H/I
Sex
PBS  Inattention
PBS  Sex

Note. PBS ¼ Protective Behavioral Strategies. CI ¼ Confidence Interval.
LL ¼ Lower Limit. UL ¼ Upper Limit. H/I ¼ Hyperactivity/Impulsivity.
Inattention Model: F(6,118) ¼ 4.67, p < .001, R2 ¼ 0.19. Hyperactivity/
Impulsivity Model: F(8.116) ¼ 3.46, p ¼ .001, R2 ¼ 0.19.

again significant (F(6,118) ¼ 4.67, p < .001; see Table
2), as were both two-way interactions. The association
between PBS use and drinking depended on level of
inattentive symptoms. Specifically, at low levels of
inattention, level of PBS use was not differentially
associated with drinking (t ¼ 1.34, p ¼ .182).
However, at high levels of inattention symptoms,
higher levels of PBS use was significantly associated
with consuming fewer drinks (t ¼ 4.32, p < .001;
see Figure 1). The association between PBS use and
drinking also depended on sex, as high levels of PBS
use was significantly associated with reduced drinking
for women (t ¼ 4.26, p < .001) but not for men
(t ¼ 1.33, p ¼ .186; see Figure 1).
The overall model examining the effect of hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms by PBS use by sex on
past 2-week drinking, while controlling for inattentive
symptoms, was significant (F(8,116) ¼ 3.91, p < .001;
see Table 2), as was the three-way interaction term.
The conditional effect of the PBS by hyperactivity/
impulsivity interaction was significant for women
(F(1,116) ¼ 7.14, p ¼ .009) but not for men (F(1,116) ¼
0.37, p ¼ .543; see Figure 2). For women, when
hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms were low, drinking was relatively low, regardless of level of PBS use
(t ¼ 1.00, p ¼ .319). However, when hyperactivity/
impulsivity symptoms were high, drinking for women
depended on level of PBS use (t ¼ 5.04, p < .001),
such that quantity of alcohol use was high when PBS
use was low, and low when PBS use was high. For
men, alcohol use did not significantly differ regardless
of PBS use or hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms.
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Figure 1. Two-way interactions from the inattention regression model. Conditional effect of PBS use on drinking among participants low in inattention symptoms: t ¼ 1.34, p ¼ .182, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) ¼ 0.72, 0.14. Conditional effect of PBS
use on drinking among participants high in inattention symptoms: t ¼ 4.32, p < .001, 95% CI ¼ 1.30, 0.48. Conditional
effect of PBS use on drinking for men: t ¼ 1.33, p ¼ .186, 95% CI ¼ 0.71, 0.14. Conditional effect of PBS use on drinking for
women: t ¼ 4.26, p < .001, 95% CI ¼ 1.26, 0.46.

Discussion
Given the high rates of alcohol use and associated
problems among college students with ADHD,2 examination of the use of easily accessible behavioral strategies to reduce use among these students is
warranted. The present study evaluated whether alcohol use among a sample of college students mandated
to alcohol-related treatment was differentially associated with PBS use, ADHD symptoms, and sex.
Though cross-sectional, results from the current
research add to the growing body of literature suggesting that PBS use may be importantly related to
lower alcohol use and associated problems for individuals experiencing psychiatric symptoms and self-regulation difficulties,22 especially among women.12
Our results continued to support the growing body
of evidence that PBS use is more common and effective among female college students. Importantly
though, there was a significant 3-way interaction
among sex, PBS use, and ADHD symptoms, such that
alcohol use was only differentially associated with levels of PBS use and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms
for women. Although men reported a moderate number of past two-week drinks regardless of ADHD
symptoms or PBS use, the drinking behavior of
women experiencing high levels of hyperactivity/
impulsivity symptoms depended on PBS use. Women
reporting high levels of hyperactivity/impulsivity and

Figure 2. Three-way interaction between PBS, hyperactivity/
impulsivity symptoms, and sex on alcohol use. Conditional
effect of PBS use on alcohol use among men low in hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms: t ¼ 1.33, p ¼ .185, 95%
Confidence Interval (CI) ¼ 1.12, 0.22. Conditional effect of
PBS use on alcohol use among men high in hyperactivity/
impulsivity symptoms: t ¼ 0.60, p ¼ .548, 95% CI ¼ 0.74,
0.40. Conditional effect of PBS use on alcohol use among
women low in hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms: t ¼ 1.00,
p ¼ .319, 95% CI ¼ 0.87, 0.29. Conditional effect of PBS use
on alcohol use among women high in hyperactivity/impulsivity
symptoms: t ¼ 5.05, p < .001, 95% CI ¼ 1.75, 0.76.

who engaged in little PBS use reported the highest
number of past two-week drinks, though when high
levels of symptoms were combined with more frequent PBS use, women’s drinking behavior was
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substantially lower. These women, who experienced
high levels of ADHD symptoms but who also
employed high levels of PBS use, reported drinking
behavior that was comparable to women low in hyperactivity/impulsivity, and for whom frequency of PBS
use was not differentially associated with alcohol use.
For the inattention model, though there was not a
significant three-way interaction, there were significant 2-way interactions. Comparable again with prior
results, higher levels of PBS use was significantly associated with lower levels of alcohol use for women
only. Further, inattention symptoms moderated the
relation between PBS use and drinking. PBS use was
not differentially related to alcohol use among students low in inattention symptoms. However, when
experiencing a large number of inattention symptoms,
low PBS use was related to high levels of alcohol use,
while frequent PBS use was related to substantially
lower amounts of alcohol.
To date, only one other study has specifically examined ADHD symptomatology in relation to PBS and
alcohol use, finding disparate results from the current
study in that ADHD diagnosis did not moderate the
relation between PBS and alcohol use.21 This former
study utilized a small sample of students with ADHD
(n ¼ 31), which may have limited power to detect significant effects. In addition, the participants with
ADHD may not have been a representative sample, as
they tended to report less heavy drinking and fewer
alcohol problems compared to non-ADHD subjects. In
contrast, results from the current study examined relations among PBS, alcohol use, and ADHD at the symptom level (ie, examining this relation separately by level
of inattention symptoms and level of hyperactive/
impulsive symptoms) among college students mandated
to treatment, indicating that they were experiencing
alcohol-related problems. Consequently, PBS use may
be particularly important for reducing use among students experiencing high levels of both inattention and
hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms, as well as problems associated with their alcohol use.
Moreover, this may be chiefly relevant for women
experiencing ADHD symptoms, specifically those of
hyperactivity/impulsivity. Howard and Pritchard21 did
not report on the sex of their participants, so it is
unknown whether demographic differences between
samples may have additionally contributed to discordant findings, and specifically that failure to include
sex in the model may have suppressed their interactive effect. Only one study has examined the relation between PBS use and sex among individuals with
psychiatric symptoms,31 finding that PBS use appears

uniquely protective for White women irrespective of
levels of depression or anxiety. Although our results
provide additional support for the finding that PBS
use is most related to lower alcohol use for women,
they also reveal that women with specific types of
impairments, perhaps those related to self-regulation
difficulties, may be most susceptible to heavy drinking, yet benefit most from utilizing PBS. They also
highlight the necessity of attending to sex differences
when examining the influence of PBS use and psychiatric symptoms on drinking.
In the present study, women who were high on
hyperactivity/impulsivity reported drinking more than
men who were high on the same dimension. This may
be due to having a more severe externalizing predisposition.43 This is even more significant when considering
that the recommended amount of alcohol for women is
lower than that for men.44 Thus, women high on hyperactivity/impulsivity who reported approximately 20
drinks in the last two weeks are demonstrating a significantly greater health risk than men high on hyperactivity/impulsivity who reported approximately 13 drinks
per week. On the other hand, women who are high on
hyperactivity/impulsivity and using high levels of PBS
are drinking at the same rates as women who are low
on this dimension. It is also important to acknowledge
that despite the lack of a significant three-way interaction in the inattention model, inattention symptoms
did significantly moderate the relation between PBS and
alcohol use across both sexes. Level of alcohol use was
nearly 2.5 times greater among students high in inattention who engaged in low levels of PBS compared to students high in inattention who engaged in high levels of
PBS. Further, students high in both inattention and PBS
use reported lower levels of drinking compared to students low in inattention, regardless of their PBS use.
Taken together, these results highlight the meaningful
clinical impact that encouraging PBS use may have for
students high in symptoms of either inattention or
hyperactivity/impulsivity, particularly considering the
cost- and time-efficiency of this intervention.
As hyperactivity/impulsivity in adults is manifested
by symptoms including internal restlessness, making
impulsive decisions, disregarding future consequences,
and having difficulty deferring gratification, and
inattention symptoms in adults includes difficulty
remembering goals, planning, and problem solving,45
it is clear that self-regulation is impaired among adults
with ADHD symptoms. College students who have
difficulty regulating their behavior, related to the
experience of inattention and/or hyperactive/impulsive
symptoms, may be most likely to drink heavily and
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consequently experience alcohol-related problems. As
PBS can be thought of as an alcohol-specific form of
behavioral self-regulation,22 their use may support and
strengthen regulatory abilities that allow college students with ADHD symptoms to better control their
drinking. Despite knowledge of the protective effect
that PBS use appears to have for students experiencing inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms, it is possible that these individuals are less likely
to use PBS in the first place, perhaps related to failure
to plan prior to using alcohol, or difficulty remembering their goals or delaying gratification while drinking.
Nevertheless, when employed, they have the potential
to markedly decrease alcohol use, and future research
should examine how these strategies can be most
effectively employed by college students with ADHD
symptoms to limit alcohol-related problems.
Several limitations highlight the need for replication
and further study. As noted, this research was crosssectional in nature and we are unable to infer causal
relations between PBS and alcohol use. Examining the
efficacy of harm reduction interventions that instruct
college students, particularly those with ADHD symptomatology, in utilization of PBS is necessary to understand whether PBS use can be effectively taught and
whether it is causally associated with a decrease in alcohol use and related problems for these students.
Second, the current study examined the relation
between PBS and alcohol use in the context of differing
levels of self-reported ADHD symptoms, rather than at
the diagnostic level. Thus, although our results demonstrate that relations between PBS and alcohol use differ
according to self-reported levels of inattention and
hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms, it is unclear
whether this extends specifically to, or is potentially
exacerbated among, college students with an ADHD
diagnosis. Future research should attempt to replicate
these findings in a clinically diagnosed sample, particularly as prior research found no ADHD-related moderation of PBS on alcohol-related outcomes among
students recruited from a university center for students
with disabilities who self-reported ADHD diagnosis.21
Findings from this study are also limited to a relatively small sample of demographically homogenous
students from a single university who were mandated
to treatment; thus, examination in a more diverse sample of students is recommended. Further, this study
specifically aimed to examine relations among PBS use,
ADHD symptoms, and alcohol among college students,
and the findings may not generalize to emerging adults
with ADHD symptoms who do not attend college, and
who may experience more impairing symptoms or
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have fewer societal resources. Thus, future research
examining whether these variables similarly relate in
young adults with ADHD symptoms who do not
attend college is necessary to more comprehensively
understand the interactive effects of ADHD symptoms
and PBS use on drinking behavior.
Additionally, this study only examined alcohol use
and did not assess the relation between PBS use and
alcohol-related problems (eg, fights or arguments, DUI,
injury). Given that ADHD appears particularly associated
with alcohol-related problems above and beyond quantity of use,8 it will be important to understand whether
PBS use similarly moderates the relation between ADHD
symptoms and alcohol-related negative consequences.
Finally, information on type of PBS (ie, limiting/stopping
drinking, manner of drinking, serious harm reduction46)
most associated with lower alcohol use could not be
assessed via the PBS measure included in this study,
though doing so may provide direction for the specific
content of PBS-related interventions that are most
effectively used by students with ADHD symptoms.

Conclusions
Results from this study support and extend prior
research finding that college students with self-regulatory difficulties may be uniquely protected from heavy
alcohol use and related problems via use of PBS, by
revealing ADHD symptom-moderated relations
between PBS and alcohol use. Interventions directed
towards college students with ADHD symptoms that
promote frequent PBS use and that instruct students
in how to employ these strategies may be successful in
preventing or reducing problematic alcohol use
among this high-risk group. As PBS use has consistently been more frequently reported by and yields
superior outcomes for women compared to men,
efforts to understand the specific strategies that are
most protective and readily employed by men are
needed. Nevertheless, the current study provides
important implications regarding the potential efficacy
of cost-effective and easily implemented behavioral
strategies to reduce problematic alcohol use among
college students experiencing ADHD symptoms.
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